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(10.5.6) Let f, g be two continuously differentiable mappings of I x H into
E, and suppose that, in I x H, ||/(r, x) - g(t9 x)|| < a and \\D2g(t, x)\\ < k.
Let (t0, xq) be a point of I x H, /*, ft two numbers > 0, and <p(£) =
efc« _ i
jj,ek^ 4- (a + j8) —7— /or £ ^ 0. Let u be an approximate solution ofx' = g(t, x),
K
with approximation /?, defined in an open ball J : \t — t0\ < b contained in I, and
such that u(t0) = x0 and for any t e J, the closed ball of center u(t) and radius
9 (V — *ol) is contained in H. Then, for any y e H such that \\y — xq\\ ^ \l there,
exists a unique solution v ofx' =/(/, x)9 defined in J, taking its values in H
and such that v(t0) = y; furthermore \\u(t) - v(t)\\ < q>(\t - t0\)for t e J.
Let A be the set of numbers r such that 0<r^b and that there exists a
solution vr ofx' =/(/, x) with values in H, defined in the ball Jr: \t — t0\ <r
and such that vf(tQ) = y. By Cauchy's existence theorem (10.4.5), A is not
empty. Moreover, we have, in Jr, \\v'r(t) — g(t,vr(ty)\\ =^a; *n other words
vr is an approximate solution of x' = g(t, x) with approximation a, and by
(10.5.1.1) we conclude that \\u(t) - i?r(OII < 9(\* ~ ^ol) in Jr- If ^ ?' are in A
and such that r < r', then £>r and vr* coincide in Jr, by (10.5.2) and (10.5.4).
Let c be the l.u.b. of A; we have to prove c = b. Suppose the
contrary; there is then a unique solution v of x' =/(/, X) in Jo equal to
vr in each of the balls Jr with r < c, taking its values in H and
such that \\u(t) - v(t)\\ < <p(\t— /0|) in Jc. We therefore have
\\9(t, v(t)))\\ ^ \\g(t, w(0)ll + k<p(\t - /ol) ^ Jc, and z$t-*g(t, u(t)} is continu-
ous in Jc, it is bounded in that compact ball; from which it follows that
t-*g(t9 v(t)) is bounded in Jc. On the other hand, any cluster point z of v(3c)
is the limit of a sequence (v(tn)) where tn e Jc and tn tends to t0 + cC
with |C|<1; by continuity, we have \\z — u(t0 + cQ|| < <p(c|C|), hence
ze H by assumption. We thus can apply (10.5.5) and obtain a solution of
x' =f(t, x) defined in a ball 3;, with r' > c and taking the value y at t09
which contradicts the definition of c.
When K = R, one may, in the statement of (10.5.6), replace J by an. open
interval ]c9 d[ containing the point /0.
(10.5.6.1) We again remark that if K = R, we can relax in (10.5.6) the
hypotheses on/and g, supposing merely that g is lipschitzian for the constant
/c, and/locally lipschitzian in I x H.
PROBLEMS
1. Let /(/, x) be a real valued continuous function defined in the set \t\ ^ a, \x\ < b
in R2, such that /(/, x) < 0 for tx > 0, and /(/, jc) > 0 for tx < 0. Show that x = 0
is the unique solution of the differential equation x' =/0, x) defined in a neighborhood

